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About This Game

Big Fish Editor's Choice!
This title was chosen for its high standard of quality and amazingly positive reviews.

The bestselling Dark Parable series continues with The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide! Follow the clues as they take you to
an underwater kingdom in this exciting hidden-object puzzle adventure game! You've been called to investigate a strange purple

tide. And that's when the mermaid shows up...

-A variety of hidden-object scenes, including fractured objects!
-The bonus game unlocks the secrets of Prasino's mad king

-Achievements
-Available Strategy Guide

-Wallpapers and concept art
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Do not get this game. This game is nothing but a money grab. Seriously, it really is just like.... Microtransactions: The Game.
STAY AWAY IF YOU VALUE YOUR WALLET

When the game actually stops you from progressing with a timer, unles syou want to pay them money to continue playing....
yeah, it's bad.. pretty i guess 7.5\/10. Slight Spoiler Warning**

Remember, Remember practically had me sitting at the edge of my seat with the mazes, since things like that make me really
nervous and slightly stressed. I had a lot of fun learning the dark story of what happened to Sara, and doing the five agonizing
mazes. The mazes were challenging and fun, and once you got the hang of them they become easy enough to not freak out over.
The game had great voice acting and it was story rich, even though it wasn't very long. Overall, I had fun with the game, and I
haven't even done everything yet!. I am playing shoot 'em ups for 30 years now and I have seen and played a lot of them.
This might be a game by a hobbyist, who just did it for fun. In that case my appologies for the following, but to me this game
was not worth the (little) money I paid.
Unfortunatley, Incandescent is an uninspired shoot 'em up. The graphics are simple copies of other "neon style" shooters. The
enemies are repetitive and just disturbing, but not challenging. In several situations there is no visual/ acustic feedback,
including when dying or when hitting bosses. It is not really difficult, I had a hard time when getting bored after a few minutes
(100000 score) to finally loose all ships, while still doing a bit of resistance, until I gave up at 200000 score.
Afterwards I was hard thinking about anything new, special, well implemented, fun of this shooter, but I was not able to find
anything.
Not recommendable. There are others worth the money and fun.. Tried in VR (Vive).
Made me very sick, very quickly.
(I get easily sick in the real world, too, but never in the room-scale Vive experiences). A well made and intriguing game concept.
The artwork is beautiful and fits the overall game topic. Four decks of soul cards allow to tweak the length of the game.

Only the host needs to own the DLC! Friends who join can simply play along.

More than worth the price tag.. who wouldnt love dino. nice game would rate 9/10 only reason its not a 10 because i wish it was
a tad more graphical
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First off press "R" to run

The game is very fun dispite all the reveiws. Deves the quest you get from joslin regarding the "stolen armor" is bugged, as you
cannot turn it in. this causes you to miss out on other quest because of this. please fix

lastly the game is still new so give it a chance, and another thing the soundtrack sucks.......HARD. Had to slow down the game
with Cheat Engine on 6-5

10/10. Definately worth the dollar I paid for it! It's a cute game, and the environment and sounds make it easy to play from
beginning to end. I found it easy on the head. Ya know those times when you just wanna chill out, but not play anything
intense... this is the kinda game that's good for that. You basically get asked to do tasks to unlock areas and buildings then more
tasks to level them up.

There are a couple of bugs but nothing to your panties in a bunch over... ;P I showed one possible bug area in the Part 1 of my
full playthrough.

There is also a misleading mission asking you to fill an order for 5 units of wood (should have been worded "Planks" of wood).
Here's Part 12 of the playthrough I made to clear up any confusion about it. It also contains the Fake Gold Mission.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=L6REps1Ljbg&list=PLrsBivCXPDcd2bG0PVcnyMGHDvg7kkp9k&index=12
In short... I got it dirt cheap during a sale and I'm glad I bought it! It also has Steam Trading Cards which is a bonus!. Before you
make this purchase allow me to give you both positives and negatives on this game. Lets start with the positive, The Graphics in
the game is not bad, and work well with the game. The Story is ok. now we get to the game killing aspects of the game for me.
The controls are mediocare at best, what makes this worse is that the game changes the camera angle in some instances making
it worse, this is componded since you cant change the angle (as far as i could tell). I played the game as long as I could hoping
that it would get better it just got worse. I promptly removed the game off my computer.

Possibly it gets better I do not know, but I do know I was glad I bought it during a Steam sell. Pure garbage.. Freedom Force Vs.
The Third Reich
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects,
(good save the world formula) good amount of save the world reactants that form a bigger save the
world product,

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.99 Or Less During Sale. Looked good at first. I only had the opportunity to view the
updated graphics sitting in the Lear 45 at the south-east GA parking area by Las Vegas Blvd.
Add-on didn't work for very long. Computer runs out of memory.

Disabling the Add-on makes everything work ok again.. I dont no if you are going to like it, but I didn't.
If you want to edit basic videos then it's good, but you can use windows movie maker and its free.
I would more recommend to use Adobe After effect and premium.. A rip-off of Age of Empires 2, but in the best way possible.
There are way more unique units and upgrades than Age of Empires has to offer.. With Europa Barbarorum and Jirisys' mega
mod pack this is the best historical strategy game I've ever played, absolutely fantastic. It is an okay game on its own, Europa
Barbarorum though is in a class of its own.
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